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Abstract—Database exploitation and password hacking are mostly       
the largest security issues faced in the field of Cybersecurity. The           
SQL injection is a technique that enables to gain access to the            
database and stored information. SQLSUS is an open-source SQL         
injection tool that retrieves database structure and thus, enables         
full access to the database. From the hashed value obtained using           
SQLSUS, the type of hash algorithm to be used can be determined            
using Hash-Identifier. John the Ripper (JtR) crack passwords        
provided in possible hash formats. As a result, the combined          
output of SQLSUS and Hash-Identifier helps in determining the         
password using JtR. This system helps in decrypting the password          
from the hashed form which helps the user to proceed with access            
to the system. 
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                I.INTRODUCTION 

Our day to day life is now becoming more dependent on           
various web applications. Confidential and sensitive data       
relating to our online activities are stored on back-end         
databases. In this system, the database retrieved by using SQL          
injection is legally used in the field of Cybersecurity and          
forensics which provide access to the contents of the database          
and to the user’s accounts and hashed passwords. If owners of           
web applications are not aware of maintaining a secure system,          
it may be vulnerable and will result in the user accounts being            
subject to security threats.  

This system is designed to work with the database retrieved by           
using the SQL injection tool. In this system, SQLSUS is used           
for data manipulation to access required data by executing         
various queries. The purpose of such injection is to grab the           
sensitive data of the user for legal purposes and to test the            
knowledge. Hashing transforms a string of character values        
into a hash value or key that represents the original string. Hash            
function turns the human-understandable password into a       

jumbled-up form that cannot be reverse-engineered. Using       
Hash-Identifier its easy to identify hashes and to discover the          
algorithms that are appropriate to retrieve the passwords. The         
password is the most commonly used authentication method in         
modern computer security. Password cracking supports in       
recovering passwords from the hashed data. One possible        
approach is to reverse engineer the hash algorithm and recover          
the password by using John the Ripper which runs against          
various hashed password formats to produce a text string that          
matches the original password. 
In this system, the data retrieved from the database by using           
SQLSUS appears in a hashed format. By using the         
Hash-Identifier, an appropriate hash algorithm can be identified        
for further process. With the hash algorithm found, John the          
Ripper supports in retrieving the original string of password         
from the hashed form of password. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Rubidha Devi.D, R. Venkatesan, Raghuraman.K [1] introduces       
approaches for retrieval of data where the attacker could obtain          
direct access to database of underlying applications. Attack is         
classified based on the attacker's intention, vulnerabilities and        
asserts. 

Archana Gupta, Dr. Surendra Kumar Yadav [2] portrays SQL         
injection as a product defencelessness that happens when        
information entered by clients is sent to the SQL mediator as a            
part of a SQL question.SQL injection abuses security        
vulnerabilities at the database layer. 

Voitovych O.P, Yuvkovetskyi O.S, Kupershtein L.M.[3]      
explains that the proposed system is a Blind Time Based SQLi           
which uses time delay which is specific for different responses          
of database.Depending on the time it takes to get the server           
response, it is possible to deduct some information.The server         
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load and the network speed may have a huge impact on the            
response time. 

Annie Chen [4] introduces the idea of various password         
guessing tools and methods supporting in turning the        
passwords into hashes and checking them against the unknown         
passwords.  

Mahesh A. Kale, Prof. Shrikant Dhamdhere [5] explains that         
hashing is a sort of algorithm that takes information of any size            
and changes it into information of settled size. And it also           
comprises of examinations between distinctive secure hashing       
algorithms. Cryptographic hashing algorithms can be made non        
cryptographic by making reasonable changes in the hashing        
plans. 

Tyler Lubeck[6] explains that JtR is a free and Open Source           
tool and is largely distributed in compilable source code form.          
And also explains about the different modes of attack which          
include the single mode attacks that compute hashes for         
supplied password lists and check those hashes against the         
hashes in the password files. 

Deepansh Kumar , Yugansh Khera, Sujay, Nidhi Garg, Prateek         
Jain[7] explains in detail that computer hacking is the act of           
changing computer equipment and programming to achieve an        
objective outside of the makers unique reason. It briefs about          
ethical hacking, which is also called as infiltration testing or          
white-hat hacking as the art of testing the computers and          
system for security vulnerabilities before any attack. 

 

        III. IMPLEMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY  

Step 1: Find Vulnerable Sites 

Vulnerable websites with less number of column entries are         
used for SQL Injection for fast retrieval of data. Once a website            
is found, check for SQL Injection vulnerability by appending         
an ‘(Apostrophe) at the end of the URL. If the page shows            
some error related to SQL query then the website is vulnerable.  

Step 2: Run SQLSUS and Create a Configuration file. 
                  # sqlsus –g test.conf 
 

 
 
  Step 3: Edit the configuration file 
 Add the URL of vulnerable site and the SQL fetch query. 

 
 
Step 4: Save the configuration file and  run  the file.  
                # sqlsus ./test.conf 
 

    

 
Step 5: Execute SQL Query to fetch the database. 
 
Using SELECT * from <table_name>query the database       
structure will be displayed. Select the hashed password from         
the database structure that need to be decrypted. 
 

 
 
Step 6: Run Hash–Identifier on the prompt. 
   # hash-identifier 
Step 7: Enter the hashed format to identify the possible hashes. 

 

 



Step 8: Save the hash value in a text file. 

Create a text file and store the hashed value in a text file and 
save.  

 

Step 9: Run John the Ripper tool on prompt. 
  # john - to check the version. 

 

Step 10: Run  John the Ripper command  
  # john --format=raw-MD5 <name of the text file> 
  (assume that the hashing technique is MD5). 

  

  

Step 11: Locate and remove the john.pot file. 
 
The john.pot is a file where the hashed password are stored.So           
we need to clear this file before starting decryption of hash           
value. John the Ripper never decrypt a hashed password that is           
already decrypted and stored in the john .pot file. 

 #  locate john.pot 
 # rm <path to john.pot from the current directory>  

  

 
 
Step 12: Run John the Ripper command and locate the john           
.pot file. 

 #john --format=raw-MD5 <name of the text file>. 
                # locate john.pot.  
 

 
 

Step 13: Display the john.pot file where the password is 
stored. 
     # cat <path to john.pot from the current directory>. 
The required password in the john.pot file for the given website 
is ‘admin’. 
 

  

 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

The time taken for obtaining the original string of the password           
by detecting the appropriate hash format can be reduced by          
combining various algorithms in order to speed up the hashing          
process.Efficient SQL injection techniques can be used to        
retrieve database in a shorter period of time without any limit           
in the database entries.In some cases, the data can be encrypted           
first and then hashed to make the data more secure. 

 

  V. CONCLUSION 

In the proposed system, Kali Linux tools are integrated to          
obtain the original string of password from the hashed format          
that is displayed from the database.This integration can be         
useful in the field of Cybersecurity as well as in forensics for            
legal activities.Authenticated entries of the database can be        
easily accessed to control and monitor the activities related to          
the respective system.According to the Section 66C of The         
Information Act ,theft and illegal use of passwords and other          
unique identification features of any other person is a         
punishable offence.To prevent loss of data keep the firewall up          
to date and monitor the database continuously. 
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